SAIPAR Research and Writers Workshop, 30-31 May 2019

CALL FOR PAPERS

The primary aim of the workshop will be to support (emerging) humanities and social science scholars to develop an original academic paper that can be considered for publication in the *Zambia Social Science Journal*.

The workshop brings together journal editors and scholars to work in intensive sessions designed to enable emerging scholars to enhance their academic writing skills, further the intellectual interaction between editors and researchers, and give specific, in-depth and practical advice on preparing a paper for publication.

To apply kindly submit a full journal article. Make sure this piece is well written and demonstrates your potential. Also send a current CV including the following details: Full Name, Residential Address and Contact Details, Education Details, Work Experience, Institutional Affiliation, Date of Birth, and any other relevant information.

The deadline for application is 30 April 2019

Please email your application in MS word format to Dr. Hikabwa D. Chipande (hikabwa@gmail.com) or Dr. Chewe Nkonde (chewenkonde@gmail.com).

Successful applicants will be informed of their participation before 7th of May. Workshop includes tea-breaks and lunch. Further details will be provided to successful applicants.